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PHIL 607   Sem Hist of Pol Phil 4.00 cr. Grading Optional   CRN    
25043 

   
Instructor: N Zack  

Office:   239 Susan Campbell Hall 
Phone:   (541) 346-1547 

Time, T   1600-1850 Location 250C SC,     

1400-1500 TTh  - Office Hours, 239 Susan Campbell Hall 
                
    SYLLABUS   
"The revolutionary wishes to change the status quo. The rebel is careful to preserve it, 
since he defines himself by railing against it." 

     -Jean-Paul Sartre 
 
What are the origins of government? What are the functions of government? What is the 
justification for the existence of government?  Who benefits from government/who is it 
for? This seminar will be a survey of the history of political philosophy, organized 
around answers to those four questions. We will read key excerpts from relevant works 
by Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas,  Machiavelli, GIambattista Vico, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau,  
J.S. Mill, Hegel, Karl Marx, John Rawls, Amartya Sen, Agamben and The United 
Nations Charter. Reading will consist of about 100 pages a week. Work will consist of 
one continuously written, edited and revised 20 pp paper---the paper may be longer, up to 
30pp. (Each week you will add 1-2 pages to your paper and the material already written 
will be revised.) The first half of the final paper should be devoted to exegesis and 
interpretation. The last half will be an opportunity for students to critique their version of 
the story of western political philosophy that they have built up, by saying what it 
neglects or where it errs. Students will be responsible for selecting their own critical 
sources and independent and original critical perspectives are encouraged. (Imagine that 
you will spend the term working on a paper called, “My View of the History of Western 
Political Philosophy and What I Think is Wrong with It.”)  

There is great flexibility in how you choose to write the second half of your paper. 
The approach is up to you. It is required, however, that you anchor your perspective with 
some scholarly citations that are relevant to the history of philosophy as we have studied 
it. Possibilities for critical approaches include but are not limited to: feminist critique; 
African American critique; Latin American/Hispanic/Latino critique; Eastern Philosophy 
critique; continental critique, including  Shelling, Heidegger, Merleau-Pony, Husserl, 
Sartre, Deleuze, Guatari, Levinas, Agamben, and/or other thinkers of your choice; gender 
critique, including non-heterosexual standpoints; Native American critique; critique from 
specific Indian or Chinese philosophers; Marxist critique, including the Frankfurt school; 
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religious critique, including but not limited to Kierkegaard, Buber, and so forth; logical 
positivist critique; legal critique. The list is open-ended from philosophical standpoints. If 
you like, you can even choose to write the last paper in support of the views of one of the 
philosophers we have studied, showing how that writer’s work solves problems not 
solved by the others. If you choose to do that, you will need to refer to contemporary 
secondary sources.  However the last part of the paper is written, it is the responsibility of 
the student to do your own research, including choosing and finding your own sources.  

Grading 
  Seminar participation      25%  

               Work in progress             25% 
               Complete Final paper      50% 
                                                      100%   
 
Readings. Selections from, or the whole of the following texts---as noted, 100pp/week, 
divided between assigned readings and your secondary sources. I have provided on-line 
links for all readings but if you prefer to use books, there are no preferred editions. I will 
be open to suggestions for revising the required reading for the next week, if you want to 
take a look beforehand. 
 
Plato, The Republic/The Statesman  
Aristotle, Politics  
Thomas Aquinas, On Kingship  
Machiavelli, The Prince  
Giambattista Vico, The New Science  
Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan  
John Locke, The Second Treatise of Government  
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, On the Social Contract 
Hegel, Philosophy of Right, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, 
The Communist Manifesto,       

-also  Marx’s critique of Hegel.  
John Rawls, A Theory of Justice. Chapter 1 
John Stuart Mill, On Liberty  
John Stuart Mill, Representative Government  
United Nations Charter 
United Nations Declaration of Universal Human Rights 
Amartya Sen 
 
 
Course Objectives 
 

• Acquire a familiarity with the range of ideas in the history of political philosophy 
and some key contemporary critiques of that. 

• Critically engage, analyse, and find the assumptions behind major theses.  
• Develop your own perspective in political philosophy 
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LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
 Knowledge acquired of a distinctive philosophical subject and its key figures. 
 Exposition, Interpretation, and Criticism of the ideas of specific thinkers. 
 Ability to contrast and compare different political perspectives. 

 
SCHEDULE 

 
Structure of class meetings and your work in progress. This is a seminar and  
everyone is required to do the readings assigned before we meet, so that there may be 
engaged and informed discussion at all meetings. We will typically begin with my 
presentation of what I think is important in the reading, followed by discussion. The 
second half of the class will consist of criticism by two people using a source/sources of 
their selection.   
 
Work in progress: 1-2 page writings on each week’s reading and criticism are due every 
Tuesday, before 6PM, beginning with week 2. Note: proper endnotes or footnotes of 
exact pages are required to get credit for these papers and it will be useful when you 
revise to your final paper. Please submit in a word doc via email to nzack@uoregon.edu.  
These submissions will be cumulative and can be rewritten as you go along, e.g., the third 
paper will be 3-6 pp, the fourth 4-8 pp, etc. It is expected that these weekly writings will 
be somewhere between notes and a paper draft. You may want to start thinking ahead 
about your critical approach to the whole history so that you can select compatible 
secondary sources, but that is not necessary. It is expected that there will be changes from 
these pages to the final paper---based on my ‘track change’ comments and the 
development of your own views over the term---although these pages and their sources 
are expected to be the basic material from which you will write your final paper.   
 
*Note on writing and seminar discussion/presentations: Please keep in mind these 
distinctions. Exegesis=explaining a writer’s text in the author’s words; 
Interpretation=explaining a writer’s text in your own words and solving problems that 
come up; criticism: internal criticism (immanent critique) = raising problems on the same 
grounds as the writer; external criticism=raising problems from a perspective external to 
the writer.  While you don’t have to use this terminology, it is important to let the reader 
know what you are doing, when. 
**Please be prepared to volunteer to present your own critical material, with sources, as 
we go along. 
 
WEEK 1 
Introduction: Short reading at the end of this syllabus, to consider in class. 
Plato, The Republic 
http://www.aprendendoingles.com.br/ebooks/republic.pdf 
 
The Statesman,  
Part II, III, IV, (a very cursory reading of 

mailto:nzack@uoregon.edu
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    V and VI ) and VII, Secs. 1-4. 
http://www2.hn.psu.edu/faculty/jmanis/plato/statesma.pdf 
 
WEEK 2 
Aristotle, Politics, Preface, Book I, chaps I, II; Book II, chaps. I-VI; Book III, 

chaps.I-XIII, VII AND VIII. Book IV, chap. I, II, III, IV 1290a30 ; Book V, chaps. I, 
Book   VI, chaps. VIII; Book VII, chaps I-III, IX, XIII-VII; Book VIII, chaps. I,II, IV.   

http://socserv2.socsci.mcmaster.ca/econ/ugcm/3ll3/aristotle/Politics.pdf 
 
WEEK 3 
Thomas Aquinas,  Summa Theologiae   
http://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/03d/1225-
1274,_Thomas_Aquinas,_Summa_Theologiae_%5B1%5D,_EN.pdf   
For interpretation on Aquinas’ political philosophy, see,  John Finnis, “Aquinas' Moral, 
Political, and Legal Philosophy,” https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aquinas-moral-
political/ 
 
               Specific Reading, On Kingship 
http://homepages.gac.edu/~arosenth/265/Aquinas_On_Kingship.pdf 
 
Machiavelli, The Prince, chaps I-IX, XII, XIV, XV, XVII, XVIII, FIRST 3 PAGES OF  XIX. 
http://www.constitution.org/mac/prince.pdf 
 
WEEK 4 
The New Science of Giambattista Vico, Book IV, The Course the Nations RUN  
https://archive.org/stream/newscienceofgiam030174mbp/newscienceofgiam030174mbp_
djvu.txt 
 
Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan chaps XIII-XVI, XVII-XXII. 
http://pavroz.ru/files/camcomhobblev.pdf 
 
 
WEEK 5 
Due. One or two paragraphs or a page on the critical perspective you will develop in 
final segment of the paper. 
 
John Locke, The Second Treatise of Government, chaps.  I- XIX 
http://www.earlymoderntexts.com/pdfs/locke1689a.pdf 
 
WEEK 6 
 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, On the Social Contract, Book I, Book II, Book III chaps. 1-iv.  
http://www.earlymoderntexts.com/pdfs/rousseau1762.pdf 
 
 
 

http://www2.hn.psu.edu/faculty/jmanis/plato/statesma.pdf
http://socserv2.socsci.mcmaster.ca/econ/ugcm/3ll3/aristotle/Politics.pdf
http://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/03d/1225-1274,_Thomas_Aquinas,_Summa_Theologiae_%5B1%5D,_EN.pdf
http://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/03d/1225-1274,_Thomas_Aquinas,_Summa_Theologiae_%5B1%5D,_EN.pdf
http://homepages.gac.edu/%7Earosenth/265/Aquinas_On_Kingship.pdf
http://www.constitution.org/mac/prince.pdf
https://archive.org/stream/newscienceofgiam030174mbp/newscienceofgiam030174mbp_djvu.txt
https://archive.org/stream/newscienceofgiam030174mbp/newscienceofgiam030174mbp_djvu.txt
http://pavroz.ru/files/camcomhobblev.pdf
http://www.earlymoderntexts.com/pdfs/locke1689a.pdf
http://www.earlymoderntexts.com/pdfs/rousseau1762.pdf
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WEEK 7 
Hegel, Philosophy of Right, Preface, Introduction, sections. 1-274. 
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/prindex.htm 
W. Marx’s critique of Hegel at http://www.nu.ac.za/ccs/default.asp?3,28,10,1368 
 
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The Communist Manifesto,      
http://www.anu.edu.au/polsci/marx/classics/manifesto.html  
 
 
WEEK 8 
Final Paper Draft of Part II Due, for revision. 
John Stuart Mill, On Liberty at http://www.constitution.org/jsm/liberty.htm 

Representative Government at http://philosophy.eserver.org/mill-representative-govt.txt   
Chapters 1-3. 

 
WEEK 9 
John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, chap. 1 
http://www.csus.edu/indiv/c/chalmersk/econ184sp09/johnrawls.pdf 
 
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html 
 
UNITED NATIONS CHARTER, 
http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Charter_of_the_United_Nations 
 
 
WEEK 10 
Agamben, State of Exception, chapter 1. http://www.egs.edu/faculty/giorgio-
agamben/articles/state-of-exception/ 
 
Arthur Bentley, The Process of Government , reviews (to be emailed) 
e-book of Bentley’s text is at 
http://ebook.stepor.com/book/the-process-of-government-a-study-of-social-pressures-
76509-pdf.html 
 
 
Amartya Sen, The Idea of Justice, Introduction, text available at 
http://m.friendfeed-media.com/82e3475c37fd91b763d7e916346ec4c54f5daade 
 
 
CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES> Discussion of other perspectives and different versions of 
final papers. Your revised paper should be done by now with small changes made 
after the last class. 
 
 
Final Paper.  Due 6PM Friday, March 17, 2017. Email to nzack@uoregon.edu.  
Note: This paper must be on time. Grades will be posted by noon March 20. 
 

http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/prindex.htm
http://www.nu.ac.za/ccs/default.asp?3,28,10,1368
http://www.anu.edu.au/polsci/marx/classics/manifesto.html
http://www.constitution.org/jsm/liberty.htm
http://philosophy.eserver.org/mill-representative-govt.txt
http://www.csus.edu/indiv/c/chalmersk/econ184sp09/johnrawls.pdf
http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html
http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Charter_of_the_United_Nations
http://www.egs.edu/faculty/giorgio-agamben/articles/state-of-exception/
http://www.egs.edu/faculty/giorgio-agamben/articles/state-of-exception/
http://ebook.stepor.com/book/the-process-of-government-a-study-of-social-pressures-76509-pdf.html
http://ebook.stepor.com/book/the-process-of-government-a-study-of-social-pressures-76509-pdf.html
http://m.friendfeed-media.com/82e3475c37fd91b763d7e916346ec4c54f5daade
mailto:nzack@uoregon.edu
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Plato Reading for First Class  Republic, Book II, pp. 220-229 of edition referenced. 
Glaucon and the rest entreated me by all means not to let the question drop, but 
to proceed in the investigation. They wanted to arrive at the truth, first, about 
the nature of justice and injustice, and secondly, about their relative advantages. 
I told them, what I really thought, that the enquiry would be of a serious nature, 
and would require very good eyes. Seeing then, I said, that we are no great wits, 
I think that we had better adopt a method which I may illustrate thus; suppose 
that a short-sighted person had been asked by some one to read small letters 
from a distance; and it occurred to some one else that they might be found 
in another place which was larger and in which the letters were larger–if they 
were the same and he could read the larger letters first, and then proceed to the 
lesser–this would have been thought a rare piece of good fortune. 
Very true, said Adeimantus; but how does the illustration apply to our enquiry? 
I will tell you, I replied; justice, which is the subject of our enquiry, is, as you 
know, sometimes spoken of as the virtue of an individual, and sometimes as 
the virtue of a State. 
True, he replied. 
And is not a State larger than an individual? 
It is. 
Then in the larger the quantity of justice is likely to be larger and more easily 
discernible. I propose therefore that we enquire into the nature of justice and 
injustice, first as they appear in the State, and secondly in the individual, proceeding 
from the greater to the lesser and comparing them. 
That, he said, is an excellent proposal. 
And if we imagine the State in process of creation, we shall see the justice and 
injustice of the State in process of creation also. 
I dare say. 
When the State is completed there may be a hope that the object of our search 
will be more easily discovered. 
Yes, far more easily. 
But ought we to attempt to construct one? I said; for to do so, as I am inclined 
to think, will be a very serious task. Reflect therefore. 
I have reflected, said Adeimantus, and am anxious that you should proceed. 
A State, I said, arises, as I conceive, out of the needs of mankind; no one is 
self-sufficing, but all of us have many wants. Can any other origin of a State be 
imagined? 
http://www.idph.net 
IDPH 221 
There can be no other. 
Then, as we have many wants, and many persons are needed to supply them, 
one takes a helper for one purpose and another for another; and when these 
partners and helpers are gathered together in one habitation the body of inhabitants 
is termed a State. 
True, he said. 
And they exchange with one another, and one gives, and another receives, under 
the idea that the exchange will be for their good. 
Very true. 
Then, I said, let us begin and create in idea a State; and yet the true creator is 
necessity, who is the mother of our invention. 
Of course, he replied. 
Now the first and greatest of necessities is food, which is the condition of life 
and existence. 
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Certainly. 
The second is a dwelling, and the third clothing and the like. 
True. 
And now let us see how our city will be able to supply this great demand: We 
may suppose that one man is a husbandman, another a builder, some one else 
a weaver–shall we add to them a shoemaker, or perhaps some other purveyor 
to our bodily wants? 
Quite right. 
The barest notion of a State must include four or five men. 
Clearly. 
And how will they proceed? Will each bring the result of his labours into a 
common stock?–the individual husbandman, for example, producing for four, 
and labouring four times as long and as much as he need in the provision of 
food with which he supplies others as well as himself; or will he have nothing to 
do with others and not be at the trouble of producing for them, but provide for 
himself alone a fourth of the food in a fourth of the time, and in the remaining 
three fourths of his time be employed in making a house or a coat or a pair of 
shoes, having no partnership with others, but supplying himself all his own 
wants? 
Adeimantus thought that he should aim at producing food only and not at producing 
everything. 
http://www.idph.net 
222 IDPH 
Probably, I replied, that would be the better way; and when I hear you say this, 
I am myself reminded that we are not all alike; there are diversities of natures 
among us which are adapted to different occupations. 
Very true. 
And will you have a work better done when the workman has many occupations, 
or when he has only one? 
When he has only one. 
Further, there can be no doubt that a work is spoilt when not done at the right 
time? 
No doubt. 
For business is not disposed to wait until the doer of the business is at leisure; 
but the doer must follow up what he is doing, and make the business his first 
object. 
He must. 
And if so, we must infer that all things are produced more plentifully and easily 
and of a better quality when one man does one thing which is natural to him 
and does it at the right time, and leaves other things. 
Undoubtedly. 
Then more than four citizens will be required; for the husbandman will not 
make his own plough or mattock, or other implements of agriculture, if they 
are to be good for anything. Neither will the builder make his tools–and he too 
needs many; and in like manner the weaver and shoemaker. 
True. 
Then carpenters, and smiths, and many other artisans, will be sharers in our 
little State, which is already beginning to grow? 
True. 
Yet even if we add neatherds, shepherds, and other herdsmen, in order that our 
husbandmen may have oxen to plough with, and builders as well as husbandmen 
may have draught cattle, and curriers and weavers fleeces and hides,–still 
our State will not be very large. 
That is true; yet neither will it be a very small State which contains all these. 
Then, again, there is the situation of the city–to find a place where nothing need 
be imported is wellnigh impossible. 
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Impossible. 
http://www.idph.net 
IDPH 223 
Then there must be another class of citizens who will bring the required supply 
from another city? 
There must. 
But if the trader goes empty-handed, having nothing which they require who 
would supply his need, he will come back empty-handed. 
That is certain. 
And therefore what they produce at home must be not only enough for themselves, 
but such both in quantity and quality as to accommodate those from 
whom their wants are supplied. 
Very true. 
Then more husbandmen and more artisans will be required? 
They will. 
Not to mention the importers and exporters, who are called merchants? 
Yes. 
Then we shall want merchants? 
We shall. 
And if merchandise is to be carried over the sea, skilful sailors will also be 
needed, and in considerable numbers? 
Yes, in considerable numbers. 
Then, again, within the city, how will they exchange their productions? To secure 
such an exchange was, as you will remember, one of our principal objects 
when we formed them into a society and constituted a State. 
Clearly they will buy and sell. 
Then they will need a market-place, and a money-token for purposes of exchange. 
Certainly. 
Suppose now that a husbandman, or an artisan, brings some production to market, 
and he comes at a time when there is no one to exchange with him,– is he 
to leave his calling and sit idle in the market-place? 
Not at all; he will find people there who, seeing the want, undertake the office of 
salesmen. In well-ordered states they are commonly those who are the weakest 
in bodily strength, and therefore of little use for any other purpose; their duty 
is to be in the market, and to give money in exchange for goods to those who 
http://www.idph.net 
224 IDPH 
desire to sell and to take money from those who desire to buy. 
This want, then, creates a class of retail-traders in our State. Is not ’retailer’ the 
term which is applied to those who sit in the market-place engaged in buying 
and selling, while those who wander from one city to another are called merchants? 
Yes, he said. 
And there is another class of servants, who are intellectually hardly on the level 
of companionship; still they have plenty of bodily strength for labour, which 
accordingly they sell, and are called, if I do not mistake, hirelings, hire being 
the name which is given to the price of their labour. 
True. 
Then hirelings will help to make up our population? 
Yes. 
And now, Adeimantus, is our State matured and perfected? 
I think so. 
Where, then, is justice, and where is injustice, and in what part of the State did 
they spring up? 
Probably in the dealings of these citizens with one another. I cannot imagine 
that they are more likely to be found any where else. 
I dare say that you are right in your suggestion, I said; we had better think the 
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matter out, and not shrink from the enquiry. 
Let us then consider, first of all, what will be their way of life, now that we have 
thus established them. Will they not produce corn, and wine, and clothes, and 
shoes, and build houses for themselves? And when they are housed, they will 
work, in summer, commonly, stripped and barefoot, but in winter substantially 
clothed and shod. They will feed on barley-meal and flour of wheat, baking 
and kneading them, making noble cakes and loaves; these they will serve up 
on a mat of reeds or on clean leaves, themselves reclining the while upon beds 
strewn with yew or myrtle. And they and their children will feast, drinking of 
the wine which they have made, wearing garlands on their heads, and hymning 
the praises of the gods, in happy converse with one another. And they will take 
care that their families do not exceed their means; having an eye to poverty or 
war. 
But, said Glaucon, interposing, you have not given them a relish to their meal. 
True, I replied, I had forgotten; of course they must have a relish–salt, and olives, 
and cheese, and they will boil roots and herbs such as country people prehttp:// 
www.idph.net 
IDPH 225 
pare; for a dessert we shall give them figs, and peas, and beans; and they will 
roast myrtle-berries and acorns at the fire, drinking in moderation. And with 
such a diet they may be expected to live in peace and health to a good old age, 
and bequeath a similar life to their children after them. 
Yes, Socrates, he said, and if you were providing for a city of pigs, how else 
would you feed the beasts? 
But what would you have, Glaucon? I replied. 
Why, he said, you should give them the ordinary conveniences of life. People 
who are to be comfortable are accustomed to lie on sofas, and dine off tables, 
and they should have sauces and sweets in the modern style. 
Yes, I said, now I understand: the question which you would have me consider 
is, not only how a State, but how a luxurious State is created; and possibly there 
is no harm in this, for in such a State we shall be more likely to see how justice 
and injustice originate. In my opinion the true and healthy constitution of the 
State is the one which I have described. But if you wish also to see a State at 
fever-heat, I have no objection. For I suspect that many will not be satisfied 
with the simpler way of life. They will be for adding sofas, and tables, and 
other furniture; also dainties, and perfumes, and incense, and courtesans, and 
cakes, all these not of one sort only, but in every variety; we must go beyond 
the necessaries of which I was at first speaking, such as houses, and clothes, and 
shoes: the arts of the painter and the embroiderer will have to be set in motion, 
and gold and ivory and all sorts of materials must be procured. 
True, he said. 
Then we must enlarge our borders; for the original healthy State is no longer 
sufficient. Now will the city have to fill and swell with a multitude of callings 
which are not required by any natural want; such as the whole tribe of hunters 
and actors, of whom one large class have to do with forms and colours; 
another will be the votaries of music–poets and their attendant train of rhapsodists, 
players, dancers, contractors; also makers of divers kinds of articles, 
including women’s dresses. And we shall want more servants. Will not tutors 
be also in request, and nurses wet and dry, tirewomen and barbers, as well as 
confectioners and cooks; and swineherds, too, who were not needed and therefore 
had no place in the former edition of our State, but are needed now? They 
must not be forgotten: and there will be animals of many other kinds, if people 
eat them. 
Certainly. 
And living in this way we shall have much greater need of physicians than 
before? 
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http://www.idph.net 
226 IDPH 
Much greater. 
And the country which was enough to support the original inhabitants will be 
too small now, and not enough? 
Quite true. 
Then a slice of our neighbours’ land will be wanted by us for pasture and tillage, 
and they will want a slice of ours, if, like ourselves, they exceed the limit of 
necessity, and give themselves up to the unlimited accumulation of wealth? 
That, Socrates, will be inevitable. 
And so we shall go to war, Glaucon. Shall we not? 
Most certainly, he replied. 
Then without determining as yet whether war does good or harm, thus much 
we may affirm, that now we have discovered war to be derived from causes 
which are also the causes of almost all the evils in States, private as well as 
public. 
Undoubtedly. 
And our State must once more enlarge; and this time the enlargement will be 
nothing short of a whole army, which will have to go out and fight with the 
invaders for all that we have, as well as for the things and persons whom we 
were describing above. 
Why? he said; are they not capable of defending themselves? 
No, I said; not if we were right in the principle which was acknowledged by all 
of us when we were framing the State: the principle, as you will remember, was 
that one man cannot practise many arts with success. 
Very true, he said. 
But is not war an art? 
Certainly. 
And an art requiring as much attention as shoemaking? 
Quite true. 
And the shoemaker was not allowed by us to be a husbandman, or a weaver, or 
a builder–in order that we might have our shoes well made; but to him and to 
every other worker was assigned one work for which he was by nature fitted, 
and at that he was to continue working all his life long and at no other; he 
was not to let opportunities slip, and then he would become a good workman. 
Now nothing can be more important than that the work of a soldier should be 
http://www.idph.net 
IDPH 227 
well done. But is war an art so easily acquired that a man may be a warrior 
who is also a husbandman, or shoemaker, or other artisan; although no one 
in the world would be a good dice or draught player who merely took up the 
game as a recreation, and had not from his earliest years devoted himself to this 
and nothing else? No tools will make a man a skilled workman, or master of 
defence, nor be of any use to him who has not learned how to handle them, and 
has never bestowed any attention upon them. How then will he who takes up 
a shield or other implement of war become a good fighter all in a day, whether 
with heavy-armed or any other kind of troops? 
Yes, he said, the tools which would teach men their own use would be beyond 
price. 
And the higher the duties of the guardian, I said, the more time, and skill, and 
art, and application will be needed by him? 
No doubt, he replied. 
Will he not also require natural aptitude for his calling? 
Certainly. 
Then it will be our duty to select, if we can, natures which are fitted for the task 
of guarding the city? 
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It will. 
And the selection will be no easy matter, I said; but we must be brave and do 
our best. 
We must. 
Is not the noble youth very like a well-bred dog in respect of guarding and 
watching? 
What do you mean? 
I mean that both of them ought to be quick to see, and swift to overtake the 
enemy when they see him; and strong too if, when they have caught him, they 
have to fight with him. 
All these qualities, he replied, will certainly be required by them. 
Well, and your guardian must be brave if he is to fight well? 
Certainly. 
And is he likely to be brave who has no spirit, whether horse or dog or any 
other animal? Have you never observed how invincible and unconquerable is 
spirit and how the presence of it makes the soul of any creature to be absolutely 
fearless and indomitable? 
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I have. 
Then now we have a clear notion of the bodily qualities which are required in 
the guardian. 
True. 
And also of the mental ones; his soul is to be full of spirit? 
Yes. 
But are not these spirited natures apt to be savage with one another, and with 
everybody else? 
A difficulty by no means easy to overcome, he replied. 
Whereas, I said, they ought to be dangerous to their enemies, and gentle to their 
friends; if not, they will destroy themselves without waiting for their enemies 
to destroy them. 
True, he said. 
What is to be done then? I said; how shall we find a gentle nature which has 
also a great spirit, for the one is the contradiction of the other? 
True. 
He will not be a good guardian who is wanting in either of these two qualities; 
and yet the combination of them appears to be impossible; and hence we must 
infer that to be a good guardian is impossible. 
I am afraid that what you say is true, he replied. 
Here feeling perplexed I began to think over what had preceded.–My friend, I 
said, no wonder that we are in a perplexity; for we have lost sight of the image 
which we had before us. 
What do you mean? he said. 
I mean to say that there do exist natures gifted with those opposite qualities. 
And where do you find them? 
Many animals, I replied, furnish examples of them; our friend the dog is a very 
good one: you know that well-bred dogs are perfectly gentle to their familiars 
and acquaintances, and the reverse to strangers. 
Yes, I know. 
Then there is nothing impossible or out of the order of nature in our finding a 
guardian who has a similar combination of qualities? 
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Certainly not. 
Would not he who is fitted to be a guardian, besides the spirited nature, need to 
have the qualities of a philosopher? 
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I do not apprehend your meaning. 
The trait of which I am speaking, I replied, may be also seen in the dog, and is 
remarkable in the animal. 
What trait? 
Why, a dog, whenever he sees a stranger, is angry; when an acquaintance, he 
welcomes him, although the one has never done him any harm, nor the other 
any good. Did this never strike you as curious? 
The matter never struck me before; but I quite recognise the truth of your remark. 
And surely this instinct of the dog is very charming;–your dog is a true philosopher. 
Why? 
Why, because he distinguishes the face of a friend and of an enemy only by the 
criterion of knowing and not knowing. And must not an animal be a lover of 
learning who determines what he likes and dislikes by the test of knowledge 
and ignorance? 
Most assuredly. 
And is not the love of learning the love of wisdom, which is philosophy? 
They are the same, he replied. 
And may we not say confidently of man also, that he who is likely to be gentle 
to his friends and acquaintances, must by nature be a lover of wisdom and 
knowledge? 
That we may safely affirm. 
Then he who is to be a really good and noble guardian of the State will require 
to unite in himself philosophy and spirit and swiftness and strength? 
Undoubtedly. 
Then we have found the desired natures; and now that we have found them, 
how are they to be reared and educated? Is not this an enquiry which may be 
expected to throw light on the greater enquiry which is our final end– How do 
justice and injustice grow up in States? for we do not want either to omit what 
is to the point or to draw out the argument to an inconvenient length. 
 
 
 


